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The Effective Dates of No-Fault Divorce Laws in the 50 States*
Denese Ashbaugh Vlosky and Pamela A. Monroe**
We use prior researchand state legislativehistoriesto developa set of decision rulesfor determiningthe datesfor adoptionof nofault divorce laws in the 50 states. Social scientistshave attemptedto gauge the impactof no-faultdivorcelaws on the stabilityof the
family and on the rate of divorce,but the adoptiondates used by these researchersvaried widely.Such divergencesyield conflicting
findingson issues relatedto the impactof no-faultdivorce laws on family outcomes.We examinein detail the varyingmethodsused
in prior studiesfor determiningno-faultdates, then suggest a methodfor resolvingthe conflicts.Precision in and standardizationof
the dates of no-faultdivorce laws used in this body of research will minimizemeasurementerror and improveconfidencein the
research.

e propose decision rules for determiningthe dates of
no-fault divorce laws in the 50 states and use the rules
to recommenda standardset of dates for adoption of
no-fault laws in each state. We argue that agreement among
scholarson the dates is importantto improvereliabilityand comparabilityof studies investigatingthe impact of no-fault divorce
laws on American families and society in general and, specifically, on theirimpact on divorce rates in the 50 states since about
the mid-1940s. To this end, we examine closely the early research on the impact of no-fault divorce laws on divorce rates
in the 50 states, as well as recently published research.We describe in detail the varying methods used in these studies for
determining a no-fault divorce law date for each state and the
resulting discrepanciesin the dates. We then present and use our
rules to determine a no-fault divorce law date for each state,
compare our dates to those selected by noted scholars, and resolve differences in conflicting dates. The result is a set of standardizedno-fault divorce law dates for the 50 states.
During the last century all states changed the way that they
allowed their citizens to divorce. In the 1970s alone, a "divorce
law revolution" resulted in legislative amendmentsto or repeals
of divorce laws in 37 out of the 50 states. Often coexisting with
the old statutes,the new laws allow individualsto divorce under
a "no-fault" system ratherthan under the previously restrictive
and cumbersomefault-basedsystem.
Generally,fault-basedlaws grant a divorce if one person is
found guilty or "at fault," and the other spouse is found "innocent." Consent of the innocent party is requiredbefore a divorce is allowed (Weitzman,1985). Finding a partyguilty of one
of the available and vague statutory grounds for divorce, such
as adultery,abandonment,or a protractedseparationperiod, often is difficult and expensive (Wright& Stetson, 1978). Social
scientists criticized the fault-basedsystem as contributingto the
protractedacrimony between former partnerswho continued to
be in contact through parenting their children. Officers of the
court suspected that individuals who wished to divorce under
fault-basedlaws often did so throughperjuryand the falsification
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of evidence to get aroundstrict statutoryhurdles(Marvell, 1989;
Rheinstein, 1971; Stanley & Berman, 1977).
No-fault divorce was conceived as a way to make divorce
less acrimoniousand restrictive,renderingthe legal environment
neutral and noncoercive. No-fault divorce laws do not requirea
finding of the innocence or guilt of either party. Claimantscan
file for divorce generally on the basis of the "irretrievablebreakdown" of the marriageor the "incompatibility"of the parties
without proving one spouse is at fault. Both individuals are potentially responsiblefor the care of their children,physically and
monetarily,and spousal supportand propertycan be awardedon
the basis of the financial resources of each party,ratherthan on
the basis of their guilt or innocence (Weitzman,1985).
Some states eased their divorce laws through strategic
amendments to existing fault-based laws, without enacting an
explicit, no-fault statute. They did this by amending separation
grounds to decrease the period of separationrequiredbefore a
divorce could be granted,in some cases to as little as 6 months.
We suggest that for states with conservative divorce laws or a
generally conservative populace, such a move was politically
more palatablethan enacting an explicit no-fault divorce law. It
is possible also that these amendments were more expedient,
perhaps requiring less time and political capital to enact than
alternativestatutorychanges.
Early in this divorce law revolution-even before all states
amended their statutes-social scientists attemptedto gauge the
impact of no-fault laws on the stability of the family and on the
rate of divorce. Many of these studies (e.g., Marvell, 1989; Nakonezny, Shull, & Rodgers, 1995; Sepler, 1981; Stanley & Berman, 1977; Stetson & Wright, 1975; Wright & Stetson, 1978)
use interruptedtime series designs, with the adoptionof no-fault
divorce law by the state as the intervention (i.e., independent
variable) hypothesized to have an impact upon state divorce
rates. "Adoption of no-fault divorce law" is always indicatedin
these studies by a date (i.e., the year of adoption, enactment,or
effective date). Clearly, precise indication of the intervention
(i.e., measurementof the key independentvariable) is important
to minimize measurementerrorand to improve confidencein the
results of such research.Unfortunately,in more thantwo decades
of research,no single, no-fault date for each of the 50 states has
emerged as definitive for the purposes of studying the effects of
the legal changes on the family. In some cases, the dates used
by researchersvary by 1-2 years (usually the difference in the
enactment date and the effective date), but for some states the
dates vary by as much as 6-26 years (for Nevada and Maryland,
respectively).
The significanceof consistentdates becomes more important
when we consider that research on the effects of no-fault laws
has, in fact, produceddifferentfindings. Some studies show that
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no-fault laws had a positive effect on state divorce rates (e.g.,
Garand, Monroe, & Myer, 1991; Garand, Monroe, & Vlosky,
1998; Nakonezny et al., 1995; Rodgers, Nakonezny, & Shull,
1997; Stetson & Wright, 1975). Otherresearchersdid not find a
significantor consistent relationshipbetween the implementation
of such laws and the rate of divorce in the states (e.g., Marvell,
1989; Sepler, 1981; Stanley & Berman, 1977; Wright& Stetson,
1978). Factors such as the timing of research studies and the
choice of statisticaltechniquesmay have influencedthe outcome
of these studies. However,the existence of multipleor conflicting
dates in similar research efforts contributesto the difficulty in
comparingfindings across studies.
Researchersconductingsome of the early work on this topic
(e.g., Sepler, 1981; Wright & Stetson, 1978) acknowledged the
difficulty in determining meaningful, consistent no-fault dates.
At least one scholar (Sepler) suggested that futureresearchneeded to standardizedivorce law date listings in major reference
materials.As of this writing, no one has proposed a method or
rule to determineno-fault divorce law dates across all states.
Finding the effective dates of the adoption of no-fault divorce laws can be both time-consumingand confusing. Conflicting no-fault dates appear in the social and political science literature, depending on what sources the researchersconsulted
when measuringthe variable. The determinationof the no-fault
date also may be confused by the fact that many states amended
or repealed no-fault laws once or more in the last three decades.
The enactment date for a state's no-fault law may be the only
date listed in the literatureand even in the annotatedcodes for
each state. There may not be a notation of the date that the law
actually went into effect and this often can be in the subsequent
year.
The dates used by prominent researchersalso diverge depending on the researcher'sdefinitionof what constitutesa "nofault" divorce law. Determinationof an appropriatedate would
be easier if all states adopted similar statutes or used similar
language to signal a change in divorce laws but this did not
happen. In some states, the no-fault revolution was swift, dramatic, clear, and easily tracked in the state statutes. In many
states, this revolution played out more slowly, with a gradual
evolution toward full divorce law reforms. In such cases, it is
fair to ask: At what point or date did the state statutes include
wording that allowed the state to be classified as a no-fault state?
Answering this question also raises the issue of whether,in the
determinationof the appropriatedate, the researcherclearly articulated the decision rules and definitions governing his or her
categorizationof states, as these choices may reveal important
philosophical or theoretical underpinningsof the research project.

No-Fault Dates and Decision Rules Used in
Previous Research
We initiatedour study of the impact of no-faultdivorce laws
on state divorce rates in 1998, using a full complement of variables in a pooled cross-sectionaltime series design (see Garand
et al., 1998, for discussion of the full model and statisticaltesting). We considered the prior literatureand intended to use the
same no-fault dates selected by researcherswhose work on the
subject was recently published in a leading journal (Nakonezny
et al., 1995). However, a comparison of their no-fault divorce
legislation dates and the dates used by previous scholarsrevealed
a disagreement in nearly half the states over which laws and,
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consequently,which dates qualifiedas the definitiveno-faultlegislation dates (cf., Sepler, 1981; Wright & Stetson, 1978). The
methods of these studies are reviewed below.
Wrightand Stetson (1978) conducted a study on the impact
of no-fault divorce reform on the states' divorce rates using a
time series analysis. Using states that had adopted the no-fault
principle of maritalbreakdown,either as the sole ground of divorce or as an addition to the fault-basedgrounds already contained in the statute,they classified 25 states as no-fault. Wright
and Stetson appearedto base their dates on the date thatthe laws
were enacted ratherthan the date that the laws went into effect.
Most of the remainingfault-basedstates, which they considered
as essentially comprising a control group, were comparedto the
post-reformstates (i.e., no-fault states) for the same periods.The
authorseliminatedsome states (e.g., New Mexico, Indiana,Louisiana) from their analysis because of missing data for yearly
divorce rates. Other states (e.g., Nevada, Delaware) were eliminated because the divorce laws had changed too recently to
gauge their impact. (See Wright and Stetson for a discussion of
substantivefindings; also see Stetson and Wright [1975].)
Sepler (1981) also examined the effects of no-fault laws on
the divorce rate. Consistent with the approachtaken by Wright
and Stetson (1978), he analyzed only those states that were considered to be true no-fault states at the time of his study. Thus,
his analysis included 37 states. He excluded 10 states as separation-only states, and 3 states as fault-based states. Sepler reported consulting 7 separate sources to determine the no-fault
dates he used. When these sources disagreed, he resolved the
conflict by consulting the legal digest for the state in question.
Using datafrom 1960-1985, Marvell (1989) includeda total
of 39 states. He excluded 9 states because of data-relatedissues
and 2 states because their laws were enactedon or before 1965too early, he reasoned,to discern the impactof the law. To obtain
the effective dates of the no-fault legislation, he examined the
legislative history of the states he used. He organized no-fault
laws into five categories in descending order of "liberalness,"
apparentlyselecting the dates when the most liberal provision
was passed for each state. Therefore, laws were categorized as
follows: Laws providing for a divorce upon a finding of "incompatibility" were considered the most liberal;laws providing
for a divorce based on the irretrievablebreakdownof the marriage when tacked onto an earlier fault-basedlaw were considered the second most liberal;laws providingfor a divorce based
on the irretrievablebreakdown of a marriageas a replacement
for an earlier fault-based law were slated third in the ranking;
no-fault laws that required the mutual consent of both parties
were considered less liberal; and laws providing for a divorce
where the parties lived separateand apartfor 2 years or less, or
where the states reduced their living separatelyprovision by at
least half (from 2 to 1 year, for example) were considered the
least liberal no-fault laws.
In more recent research on the subject, Nakonezny et al.
(1995) expandedon prior studies by conducting an analysis that
included all 50 states. By the early 1990s, all states had relaxed
theirdivorce laws significantly,effectively enactingno-faultlaws
by either passing bona fide no-fault laws or by reducingthe time
that couples had to live separateand apartto acquire a divorce.
Nakonezny et al. appear to rely heavily on previous scholarly
opinions in their choices of no-fault dates, notably those of
Wright and Stetson (1978), Sepler (1981) and Marvell (1989),
as well as early 1990s code commissions for Arkansas,Louisiana, and Maryland. For states where two out of three sources
Family Relations

agreed on a date (e.g., Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas), it appears
that Nakonezny et al. relied on the date that the majority of
sources chose. For states where two of these sources were silent
(e.g., Alaska, Illinois, Nevada), they depended on the single remaining source. Where states were excluded from the analysis
of all the other researchers cited (e.g., Arkansas, Louisiana,
Maryland),Nakonezny et al. settled on dates found throughthe
state code commissions. In some states where sources offered
conflictingdates, they relied on the dates posited by Seplerrather
than those posited by Marvell (e.g., Massachusetts,Mississippi,
Rhode Island). However, in Delaware, Nakonezny et al. did the
opposite, choosing the date offered by Marvell ratherthan Sepler. Nakonezny et al. did not offer an explanationinto how or
why they followed a particularlogic for selecting dates in disputed states.
Several differences in the approaches used in these four
studies impacted the states included in the studies and, thus, the
data analyzed. One point of divergencehas been whetherto classify fault-basedlaws with "living separateand apart"provisions
as no-fault laws. Although many of these provisions allow for a
divorce without a showing of fault, the question is whether the
waiting period renders the provision just another fault-based
ground and, thereby,discouragesits use. Consideringthat many
states have lenient divorce laws based only on separationprovisions (e.g., Arkansas, New York, New Jersey), the answer to
this question and the use of decision rules has an impact on the
researchfindings. The approachamong authorshas varied widely. Wrightand Stetson (1978) and Sepler (1981) did not consider
separationgrounds to be true no-fault laws and, therefore, excluded from their analyses a numberof states thathad liberalized
their divorce laws (e.g., Arkansas, Maryland, North Carolina).
By contrast, Marvell (1989) and Nakonezny et al. (1995) considered these laws to be no-fault in characterand included these
states.
For those researchersthat recognized separationonly states
as quasi no-fault states, for example Marvell (1989) and Nakonezny et al. (1995), there did not appearto be differences as to
which dates were chosen among the many amendmentdates possible. In other words, the separation-onlylaw dates chosen by
Nakonezny et al. and Marvell are the same. However, there are
differences as to how clearly the decision rules or reasoningprocesses were articulatedby the authors. Marvell included separation-only states as no-fault states. He clearly specified the circumstances under which the states were included as relating to
the length of the waiting period in the law or to the circumstances surroundingthe amendmentof the law. Nakonezny et al. also
consideredthese provisions to be no-fault laws, but they did not
offer a detailed explanationof which laws were chosen or why.
Instead, they appearto rely on dates selected by other sources.
Given that three of the four studies referenced here were
completed long ago, some discrepancies arise because states
were excluded from the analyses because of lack of data at the
time of the study. When the authors excluded states for this
reason but also failed to articulatedecision rules governing variable measurementissues, contemporaryresearchersare unable
to determinefor certainhow the authorswould classify a state's
law today. Therefore, even the fairly elaborate classification
scheme used by Marvell does not provide clear guidance for
choosing dates for more than 10 states.
Finally, data and results differed on the basis of whether
enactment dates or effective dates were used. The date that a
law is passed by the legislature is the enactmentdate. The date
2002, Vol. 51, No. 4

a law goes into effect is the effective date. Effective dates can
be as much as a year later than the date on which the law was
enacted, renderingthe enactmentdate less important.Determining the effective date can be more tedious than determiningthe
enactment date, as the former requiresreading throughthe session laws of each state, not just the references in the annotated
statutes or other secondary materials. References in annotated
statutes are subject to the editorial opinion of the code editor
(a.k.a. annotator,reviser) who may or may not reference an enactment or effective date, or any date at all. References to dates
in secondary materials are subject to errors in the sources that
were consulted and the expertise of the editor.There are numerous no-fault divorce laws with differentenactmentand effective
dates (e.g., Alaska, California, Colorado) where researchers
chose varying dates and where the outcome of the analysis could
be differenton the basis of any one of the various dates chosen.
We summarizethe no-fault divorce law dates for each state
as reportedin the four majorresearchstudies reviewed here; the
left most column contains the dates we recommend and is offered in this table for ease of comparison only (see Table 1).
Where all four studies specified a date for no-fault legislation,
the dates differed in 10 states:California,Colorado,Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, and Texas. For
example, in Oregon, three studies used 1971, whereas Sepler
used 1973.
In the remaining states, not all researchersproposed a date
because of various study limitations, such as data availabilityor
limitations, decision rule applications, and exclusion of states
with: (a) early or late passage dates, (b) separationonly provisions, and (c) fault-basedlaws at the time. These states are:Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland,Massachusetts,Mississippi, Nevada, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee,Utah, Vermont,Virginia,West Virginia,Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Wright and Stetson (1978) and Marvell
(1989) both excluded Alaska, for example, because it was considered a nonreformstate, or because it did not fit the decision
rule criteria,respectively. Wrightand Stetson, Sepler (1981), and
Marvell excluded Arkansasbecause it was categorizedvariously
as a nonreformstate, a separation-onlystate, or because of missing data. Clearly a method for resolving these differencesis warranted.

Methods
To encourageconsistency in the effort to measurethe impact
of no-fault divorce laws, we developed a set of decision rules
and then use these rules to determine the dates of no-fault divorce legislation in all 50 states. To do this, we (a) recordedthe
dates used by several researcherswho are authoritiesin this field;
(b) reviewed the legislative record in each state, including a review of the session laws and annotatedstatutes;(c) reviewed the
history and intent surroundingno-fault divorce legislation; and
(d) consulted the categorization scheme of no-fault laws presented in a leading family law journal (Elrod & Spector, 1998).
Specifically, the no-fault dates for the 50 states were scrutinized in this analysis. We examined the dates offered by the
four other scholars cited (i.e., Marvell [1989], Nakonezny et al.
[1995], Sepler [1981], and Wright & Stetson [1978]). We also
examined the researchand summarytable by Elrod and Spector
(1998) in the Family Law Quarterly (FLQ) as a way to assess
319

Table 1
No-Fault Legislation Dates by State by Sources
Source

State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Wright&
Stetson
(1978)
1971
NRSb
1973
NRS
1969
1972
1973
Excludedd
1971
1973
1972
1972
NRS
Excluded'
1973
1970
1972
Excluded'
1973
NRS
NRS
1972
1974
NRS
1973
1973
1972
Excludedd
1971
Excludedi
Excludedf
Excluded'
NRS
1971
1974
1973
1971
NRS
NRS
NRS
NRS
NRS
1970
NRS
NRS
NRS
1973
NRS
NRS
NRS

Nako- Decision
Sepler
(1981)
1971
1962
1973a
Separationonly
1970a
1971
1973a
1974a
1971
1973a
1973a
1971a
Fault
1973a
1970a
1969a
1972a
Separationonly
1973a
Separationonly
1975a
1972a
1974a
1978a
1973a
1975a
1972a
1973a
1971a
Separationonly
1973a
Separationonly
Separationonly
19711
1974e
19531
1973"
Fault
1976"
Separationonly
Fault
1977a
1974k
Separationonly
Separationonly
Separationonly
1973a
1977'
1977a
1977a

Marvell
(1989)
1971a

Excludedg
Excludedc
Excludedc
1970a
1972a
1973a
1968a
1971
1973a
1972a
1971
1984e
Excludedc
1970a
1969a
Excludedc
Excludedc
1973a
Excludedg
1976a3
1972a

1974a
1976c
1974e
1973a
1972a
Excludedh
1971a

1971J
Excludedc
1967J
1965J
1971a
Excludedc
Excludedc
1971a
1980e
1975a
1979J
1985a
1977e
1970a
1987a
1972J
1975J
1973a
1977e
1978a
1977a

nezny
(1995)
1971
1962
1973
1979
1970
1972
1973
1968
1971
1973
1972
1971
1984
1973
1970
1969
1972
1975
1973
1957
1975
1972
1974
1978
1973
1973
1972
1973
1971
1971
1973
1967
1965
1971
1974
1953
1971
1980
1976
1979
1985
1977
1970
1987
1972
1975
1973
1977
1977
1977

record (State Code Commissions) in all 50 states based on the
dates that all other authors submitted, and we checked the legislative record based on Elrod and Spector's classification
scheme.

Date

(2002)
1971
1963
1973
1991

1970
1972
1973
1968
1971
1973
1972
1971
1984
1973
1970
1969
1972
1979
1973
1983
1976
1972
1974
1976
1974
1973
1972
1967
1971
1971
1973
1967
1965
1971
1982
1953
1971
1980
1975
1979
1985
1977
1970
1987
1972
1975
1973
1977
1978
1977

aIrretrievable
breakdownand/orirreconcilabledifferences and/orincompatibility.
bNRS = nonreformstate. 'Excluded due to missing data. dExcludeddue to "late
changes in the law." cMutualconsent or agreement.'Excludeddue to incomplete
statistics. dExcluded-unable to discern impact of law. hExcludedconsidered a
"divorce mill." 'Excluded-liberalized laws but without a marital breakdown
provision. JLivingseparateand apart.kDiscordor conflict.

the reliability of our findings on the no-fault dates. The FLQ is
the scholarly voice of the Family Law Section of the American
Bar Association. The journal surveys recent legislative decisions
in the area of divorce and other family related legislative issues
for the practicing attorney. These sources of information thus
acted as cross-coders and multiple reliability checks to validate
our findings. We made an exhaustive review of the legislative
320

Results
The columns in Table 1 reveal the dates presented in the
four studies highlighted here and, for ease of comparison, the
dates we eventually settled on based on our decision rules. In
about half the states we were in agreement with the other authors. For example, for Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, and New
Jersey, there was agreement among the authors who offered
dates; after checking the legislative record, we agreed as well.
In all other cases, we had to examine the conflicting dates submitted by the other authors, determine what type of laws were
passed, when the laws were enacted and effective, and finally,
which date we determinedto be the operative no-fault date.
We present a summary of our data from state legislative
records, merged with information obtained from Elrod and
Spector (1998) in Table 2. In so doing, we add another layer
of evidence to the no-fault dates presented in Table 1. Elrod
and Spector separate state divorce laws into four general categories of states that: (a) use no-fault laws as the sole grounds
for divorce; (b) added no-fault laws to traditional grounds for
divorce; (c) use incompatibility as the grounds for divorce; and
(d) use living "separate and apart" as grounds for divorce.
Reading across each row, an "X" in any given column(s) indicates Elrod and Spector's findings by state as of 1998. For
example, reading across the first row, as of 1998 Alabama had
divorce law options that included "no-fault added to traditional
grounds" by virtue of language recognizing irretrievablebreakdown of the marriage; "incompatibility"; and "living separate
and apart"for 2 years. The informationfrom Elrod and Spector
is not focused on dates but on the grounds or type of divorce
law option(s) available. Because dates are of interest to us, we
noted the date or year of the legislation referenced by the particular categorization. Our comments on the notations appear
as footnotes in the tables.
Taken together, the evidence presented in Tables 1 and 2
establishes that different no-fault law dates have been used by
researchersand that multiple legal changes of varioustypes have
influencedresearchers'decisions concerningsuch dates. The key
question becomes, which dates should be used to designate a
state's transitionto a no-fault divorce state?Based on our extensive reading of the states' legislative records and prior social
science research,we propose a set of decision rules to standardize the no-fault divorce dates for the 50 states.
The fundamentalprinciple for our decision rules is that true
no-fault laws are distinctly different from fault-based divorce
laws and from legislative changes that simply modify or ease
fault-based grounds. A new no-fault law, whether it fully replaced a fault-based law or was added to the body of divorce
laws in a given state, representsa distinct break or shift in that
body of law. Having said this, we recognize that some states
opted to relax the time requirementsin their fault-basedlaws for
"living separate and apart" as a way of effectively creating a
no-fault divorce law in a fault-based state. In fact, some states
used this strategy more than once, passing or amending laws in
successive legislative sessions to decrease the time requiredfor
"living separate and apart" to obtain a no-fault divorce. Our
Family Relations

decision rules allow for this policy strategy on the part of the
states.
Next, many states shifted their divorce laws to reflect nofault options within a relatively short period, creating a clear
change in the policy culture.This broughtaboutwhat researchers
and social commentatorscalled a "no-faultdivorce revolution,"
a period dating from about 1970 to about 1983. Mindful of the
impact that a wave of policy shifts creates in the states, we gave
preferenceto dates of changes in divorce law within this period
as one of the criteriain our decision rules.
Finally, because we argue that timing is important,where
there is an effective date noted in the legislative record,we used
that date ratherthan the enactment date of the law. Legislators
may postpone the effective date of a controversialnew law to
give themselves political cover or to allow time for popularopinion to catch-up with policy changes. Such strategiesunderscore
the relative importanceof the effective date over the enactment
date in our judgment.
The decision rules follow. As used herein, the rules are
applied in order of appearancebecause each rule becomes increasingly liberal. Rule 1: Where there is only a no-fault law,
use the effective date of that law. Rule 2: Where a no-fault
provision(s) was added to traditional fault-based divorce
grounds, use the effective date of the added-on, no-fault law.
Rule 3: Use the effective date for the law allowing a separation
period that is the most liberal (e.g., for revision from 5 years
separation requirementto 3 years separation requirementto 1
year separationrequirement,use the effective date of the 1 year
separation revision) and give preference to a date that falls
within the "no-fault revolution period," designated as 19701983. Rule 4: A law specifying explicit no-fault provisions
supercedes a law using the more implicit no-fault "separateand
apart" provisions. Choose the effective date of the explicit nofault law. Based on these rules, we boldly present in Table 3 a
concise summaryof the no-fault dates we recommendbe adopted by researchers.
When we applied these decision rules, dramaticchanges resulted for 5 states: Arkansas (12 years), Louisiana (4 years),
Maryland (26 years), Nevada (6 years) and Ohio (8 years). In
other cases, including Alaska, California,and Kansas, our dates
differed from those of some authors by only 1 year, likely attributableto a decision to use effective dates ratherthan enactment dates. We note a rather odd circumstancefor Massachusetts; the effective date of the state's no-fault law was December
30, 1975, making it virtually impossible for anyone to obtain a
divorce in 1975 under the provisions of this law. Therefore,we
use 1976 as the no-fault date for Massachusetts.
Even after considering the prior choices of seasoned scholars, our own research into session laws and code commissions
and development and use of the decision rules outlined above,
determining a final date for some states was difficult. Prior to
our research, only Nakonezny et al. (1995) proffered a date for
the state of Arkansasas 1979. They apparentlygarneredthe date
from a state code commission source; however, we could not
independently locate any relevant divorce law activity around
that date. Wrightand Stetson (1978), Sepler (1981), and Marvell
(1989) all excluded Arkansasbecause it was either considereda
separation-onlystate or because of missing data. According to
our rules, the date of the no-fault law passage was 1991, which
was the date that the separation-onlyprovision was amended
from 3 years (a law passed in 1963) to 18 months (passed in
1991; cf. to row 4 of Table 2). Our decision rules specify that
2002, Vol. 51, No. 4

when separation-onlyprovisions are used, the date chosen should
be the one that is the most liberal and should be the date that
falls within the "no-fault revolution period" where possible. In
Arkansas, there was no law passed in that period, so we chose
the enactmentdate of a separationperiod that was the most liberal.
For Louisiana,only Nakonezny et al. (1995) proffereda date
of the state's no-fault passage. They used 1975 apparentlybecause of informationacquiredfrom a code commission. Wright
and Stetson (1978) and Marvell (1989) excluded the statein their
analysis because of incomplete or missing data. Sepler (1981)
excluded the state because it is a separation-onlystate. We used
1979 because the separation provisions in the statute were
amended on that date, changing the separationperiod from 2
years (a law passed in 1960) to 1 year (in 1979). The statute
also was amended in 1991, changing the waiting period from 1
year to 6 months. However, we opted for 1979 because under
our decision rule, preference is given where possible to a law
passed during the no-fault revolution period.
Three of the four earlierstudies excluded Marylandbecause
it was either a nonreformstate (Wright& Stetson, 1978), a separation-onlystate (Sepler, 1981) or because of data restrictions
(Marvell, 1989). Nakonezny et al. (1995) chose 1957 apparently
on the basis of informationthey acquiredfrom code commission
sources. We chose 1983 because that was the year that the waiting period for separation-onlyprovisions was amendedfrom 18
months (a law passed in 1963) to 1 year with consent or 2 years
without consent and because the 1983 law was passed within
the no-fault revolution period.
For Nevada, Wright and Stetson (1978) and Sepler (1981)
recognize a 1973 date, which Sepler recounted was the enactment date of a law based on the incompatibilityof the parties.
Marvell (1989) did not include Nevada in his analysis, as he
believed the state'sdivorce rate to be an obvious outlier.We offer
1967, as it was the earliest legislation date that we located in
which a law was enacted based on the incompatibility of the
parties. Also, on this date, a 1-year separationperiod was enacted.
The date we chose for Ohio, 1982, is offered as an exception
to our general rules. In 1982, the legislature amended the separation-only provision from 2 years (passed in 1974) to 1 year.
The 1982 law contained the more liberal provision, and it was
passed duringthe no-fault revolutionperiod. Wrightand Stetson
(1978), Sepler (1981), and Nakonezny et al. (1995) all selected
1974. Marvell (1989) excluded the state altogether because of
missing data. Our selection of 1982 is an exception to our decision rules because there was an additional statute passed in
1989 that provides for a divorce based upon the "incompatibility
of the parties, unless denied by either party." This incompatibility language appearsto confirm that statuteas the classic nofault law and, under our decision rules, 1989 could be selected.
However, we did not use 1989 for two reasons: it was outside
the no-fault revolution period and the law requiredthe consent
of the parties, a requirementthat in many cases makes it more
restrictivethan the separationonly provisionsprovidedfor in the
1982 law.

Summary
Our purposewas to offer historicalevidence and a reasoned
set of rules for deciding the no-fault law dates in each of the 50
states. Inconsistent dates used by researchersundermineconfi321

Table 2
Groundsfor Divorce by State as of 1998a
No-fault is theb
Sole Ground
for Divorce

I
I
State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

Nebraska
Nevada

No-fault Provisionsb
Added to Traditional
Groundsfor Divorce
X (10/1/71)
X

18 months incompatible(5/73)

X (5/73)
2 years incompatible(effective
1968)

Xd

X (effective 7/71)
X (4/73)
X (effective 4/72)

X (3/20/70)

2 years
X (2/71)
X (effective 1984; requiresboth
living separateand apartand
irreconcilabledifferences)
X (effective 9/73)

2 years

X (4/18/69)
X (approved3/72)

6 months (8/91)
1960: 2 years
1979: 1 year

X (effective 10/73)
2 years
1939: 5 years separate
1947: 3 years separate
1961: 18 months separate
1983: 1 year, mutual consent; 2
years otherwise

X
Separationonly state?k

X (effective 1/72)
X (approved3/74)

X (effective 12/30/75)f
X (effective 5/76)9
X (effective 1/74)
X (effective 3/73; irreconcilable
differences for 6 months prior
to filing. 1975 statute allows
for irretrievablebreakdown
upon finding of court, effective 1/76)
X (approvedby governor,4/72)

X (no such language located)

X (1967)

New Jersey

X
Separationonly state?k
X
X
Separationonly state?k

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
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2 years (9/30/47)
18 months (2/91)
1963: 3 years separate

X (effective 1/70)
X (effective 1/72)

X (1971)

Pennsylvania

X (8/71)
X (4/12/62, effective 1/1/63)

Living Separate
and Apart as
Groundsfor
Divorce

X (5/14/73)

New Hampshire

Oklahoma
Oregon

Incompatibility
as Groundsfor
Divorce

X (approved3/71)
X
X

X (approved4/73)

1-2 years; did not find separate
provision in statute or in sessions laws 192 49
180 days (1975)

1 year (1967)
1931: 5 years
1939: 3 years
2 years (1957)
1938: separationfor 3 years (no
1938 session law; see code)
18 months (6/71)
1 year (effective 9/67)
1 year (5/65)
1943: live separate& apart2
years

X (1989: incompatibilityunless
denied by either party)
X (5/53)

1 year (1982)
1974: 2 years separation

X (effective 10/71; clarified
the 1971 law in 1973)
X (1980; unclear whether irretrievably broken and living
separateand apartconditions
are both required)

2 years
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Table 2
Continued
No-fault is theb
Sole Ground
for Divorce

State
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

X (approvedby governor 4/73)

No-fault Provisionsb
Added to Traditional
Groundsfor Divorce

Living Separate
and Apart as
Groundsfor
Divorce

Incompatibility
as Groundsfor
Divorce

3 yearsh
1 year (2/79)

X (1975)
X
Separationonly state?k
X (1985)
X (4/77)
X (effective 1/70)
X (1987)
X
Separationonly state?k
X
Separationonly state?k

2 yearsi
3 years (1970)
3 years (7/65)
6 months (4/72)
1971: 2 years separation
1 year (3/75)
1970: 2 years separation

X (1977)

1 year (1969)

X (effective 2/78)i
X (effective 5/77)

X

aUnless otherwise noted, all dates of enactmentof laws were found throughthe Session Laws for each state. Unless otherwise noted, all dates are the Act dates.
When effective dates were available, they were noted and used. bNo-faultprovisions include language such as irretrievablebreakdownof marriageor irreconcilable
differences. cArkansasmay be a separation-onlystate; no no-fault law was found; 1997 law as to division of propertywas located; no 1979 law found. dDelaware
had no 1974 legislative session; found a 1975 law, effective 5/20/76, a defense to divorce action contending marriagenot irretrievablybroken. eLouisianamay be
a separation-onlystate; no 1975 reference in statute or session laws as to changes regardingseparation.fMassachusettsallows for irretrievablebreakdownwith
joint filing and finding by the Court;or irretrievablebreakdownplus waiting period of 2 years plus finding by the Court if filing is by one party. gThe 1978
Mississippi statuterefers to jurisdiction and is not substantive.hRhodeIsland originally allowed for 5 years abandonmentor a shorterperiod of time at the discretion of the Court;the Reviser noted that the living separateand apartground was shortenedto 3 years by case law. iCould not find a provision allowing for
divorce after living separateand apartfor this period of time, only found "after separationagreement" language. jln 1978 Wisconsin allowed divorce or irretrievable breakdownwith living separateand apartif one party is filing.

Table 3
Effective Dates of No-Fault Laws in the 50 States
State
Effective Date
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

1971
1963
1973
1991
1970
1972
1973
1968
1971
1973
1972
1971
1984
1973
1970
1969
1972
1979
1973
1983
1976
1972
1974
1976
1974

Effective Date

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

dence in the accuracy and the comparability across studies. Some
authors determined that fault-based laws with separation-only
provisions were not true no-fault laws and, thus, excluded these
states from their analyses. In some cases, researchers relied on
enactment dates rather than effective dates of divorce legislation.
More recently, authors seemed to rely heavily on dates chosen
by other scholars. Some authors proposed specific decision rules
2002, Vol. 51, No. 4

in determining which legislation should be the focus and other
authors did not. We cannot determine the dates these authors
would have chosen for states excluded from their analyses because the authors were not explicit about their decision rules.
To remedy these variations, we recommended standard dates
for future research on the impact of no-fault divorce laws on
changes in divorce rates over time in the 50 states. By using
consistent dates, additional issues can be brought into focus. For
example, scholars might want to focus on the laws that impacted
behavior most and why. They could direct their emphasis toward
the statistical techniques that might offer the most thorough or
useful application in determining a law's impact. In addition,
researchers might want to focus on which type of methodology,
qualitative or quantitative, would be most useful in answering
various questions regarding the impact of a particular law. Only
by standardizing legislation dates and comparing their effects can
we address important substantive questions that are of interest
and importance to families.
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